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Nonperturbative solutions to the Hubbard model are
found by using the functional derivative method. A sys
tem of closed equations is obtained for the Green's
functions of the Hubbard model. Exact expressions for
the self-energy are derived which involve only first-
order functional derivatives. A scheme is proposed for
systematically calculating self-energy corrections. We
apply the solution to finite rings of two and four lat
tice sites and compare to the results of numerical cal
culations on these systems.
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Many physical systems of interest in theoretical
physics are investigated by considering simple models
which are simplified versions of real systems. So long
as the model offers sufficient insight into the physical
mechanisms dominating the real problem and sufficient
insight into the model itself, this approach can be in
valuable. In general, the models are not exactly solu
ble and therefore approximation methods must be used.
The model that will be considered in this thesis is the
Hubbard model [1]. The Hubbard model is applicable to
the investigation of a variety of physical phenomena
such as the magnetic properties of transition metals [2],
conduction in quasi-one-dimensional solids [3], the met
al-insulator transition [4], and high temperature super
conductivity [5]. There exists, so far, no satisfactory
and mathematically tractable approach to the model that
is valid for all physically relevant values of its para
meters. Exact solutions [6] have only been reported
for one-dimensional systems and have limited applica
tion. Therefore, there are many approximate solutions
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and methods for obtaining such solutions. Examples are
the Green's function decoupling method [1], the vari-.
ational method [7], the functional integral method [8],
and the functional derivative method [9] which will be
used in this thesis. This method has proven to be use
ful because it generates the Green's function decou
pling approximations systematically, starting with an
exact equation for the self-energy correction [10].
In a series of papers, Arai and coworkers [11-14]
applied the functional derivative technique to the Hub-
bard model and were able to derive an equation for the
self-energy [14] that involved functional derivatives to
infinite order. The iterative method they used to gen
erate self-energy corrections led to divergences which
they handled by adopting a complicated renormalization
procedure [14]. We believe that such difficulties are
due to the form of the self-energy equation used and
may be avoided by using self-energy equations having a
simpler form [15].
In this thesis, we derive self-energy equations
which involve only first-order functional derivatives.
We also present a systematic procedure for generating
self-energy corrections nonperturbatively. The result
ing solutions to the Hubbard model have none of the dif-
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ficulties encounterd by Arai and coworkers. Using the
functional derivative technique, one may generate self-
energy equations that involve functional derivatives to
any order. However, it is not clear whether there is
any advantage in using anything other than the simplest
equations as are derived in this work.
II. GREEN'S FUNCTION FORMALISM AND THE FUNCTIONAL
DERIVATIVE TECHNIQUE
In the physics literature, there are many defini
tions of Green's Functions (GF's) [16]; the most famil
iar are the GF's associated with boundary value problems
of Electrodynamics and other areas. The GF's to be con
sidered in this work are the many-particle GF's, and
there are several definitions of these. However, it
turns out that most of the various many-particle GF's
are simply related so that knowledge of any one of
them may be used to obtain any of the others. From a
practicle standpoint, the most useful GF's are the tem
perature GF's [17]. These GF's contain information
about physical systems at all temperatures, and at non-
equilibrium conditions. They have become one of the im
portant work-horses of condensed matter theory. The
Green's function formalism enables one to formulate
problems in a more rigorous manner and to clarify cer
tain concepts, such as quasi-particles and elementary
excitations. Further, one may easily derive certain ex
act results, and sum rules which are true generally.
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Lastly, the method allows an easy transition from zero
temperature to a finite temperature description.
Essentially, there are two ways of determining
Green's functions: (1) from their equations of motion
and (2) from well-known perturbation theory. The for
mer incoporates the functional derivative technique
which will be employed in this work.
In this section, a review of the Green's function
formalism is given. Included are the definitions of
Green's functions along with their spectral density
representations, and a description of the functional
derivative technique.
A. Basic Properties and Definitions
The Hamiltonian for any system may be written as:
K K K < Z
fc U^ C^ Ou
where the £K s are the single particle eigen-energies of
the non-interacting system measured with respect to /i-
the chemical potential. The C^"s and CK's are the cre
ation and destruction operators for the single-particle











where V(x,x') is the two-particle interaction. The
variables x and x' denote the space and spin coordi
nates.
The exact eigenstates of H are denoted by |<>i.^ and
the cooresponding eigen-energies by C , where
In order to calculate the observable quantities,
one does not need all the information contained in the
exact eigenstates. It is sufficient to know much sim
pler quantities, namely the system averages of a few
time-dependent operators. If:
(8)
c£(-fc) = e 41 „ (9)
which are the Heisenberg representations of Ch and C.J »
the single-particle Green's function is given by [16]:
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and & is the inverse of the absolute temperature. The




The above definition for the Green's functions is valid
for real time variables in the interval [-00 ,+00 ] and
imaginary time variables in the interval [ O ,-1(9 ]•
The boundary condition satisfied by the Green's
functions in the imaginary time domain is:
i'O
(15)
A representation which takes this boundary condi









The Fourier components are:
-too
(18)
where the spectral density function is:
(19)





B. The Equations of Motion
In order to calculate the Green's functions, one
needs their equations of motion. These are generated
by differentiating with respect to time [16]:
+> v.
(22)
Note that, the equation of motion for the one-
particle Green's function involves the two-particle
Green's function
(23)
In general, one may generate an equation of motion for
the two-particle Green's function that involves the
three-particle Green's function, and so on, to obtain
an endless chain of coupled equations.
To get approximate solutions to this hierarchy of
equations, it is convenient to use the functional de-
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rivative technique [9]. In this approach, the Green's











where an extra term uG has been generated [18].
Now, consider a change in G resulting from a change
in U .
Let









The term in brackets is defined as the functional deriv
ative of G multiplied by i, i.e.,
,(Ma







The equations of motion now become














This is just Dyson's equation [16] with the self-








Varying both sides of the matrix equation with
A













Calculating 2 iteratively gives the complete
expansion in G and V as has been shown by Kadanoff and
Baym [9].
To summarize, the functional derivatives facilitate
the calculation of approximate Green's functions; high
er order Green's functions may be expressed in terms of
lower order Green's functions. In this way, the equa
tions of motion lead to a finite set of equations to be
solved rather than an infinitely coupled chain. At the
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end of the calculation, the auxiliary field U is set
equal to zero.
In general, all terms in the Hamiltonian are not
retained; only those considered essential to a descrip
tion of the phenomena under investigation are kept. As
will be illustrated in the next section, using a Hamil
tonian so simplified, the application of the functional
derivative technique leads to some very interesting re
sults, not obtainable using conventional methods, when
applied to many-body Hamiltonians having a certain form.
III. THE FUNCTIONAL DERIVATIVE SOLUTION
TO THE HUBBARD MODEL
In this section, the functional derivative tech
nique is applied to the Hubbard model [1]. The major
feature of the Hamiltonian which makes an exact solu
tion difficult, is the allowance for electron-electron
interaction among opposite spin electrons on the same
site. Presented here is a method which allows the cor
relation effects to be calculated systematically to any
accuracy.
A. The Hamiltonian for the Hubbard Model
The Hamiltonian is given by
(48)
where "b;i describes the hopping of electrons from one
atomic site to another. The second term describes the
20
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repulsive interaction between opposite spin electrons on
the same site so that ff" = — <p , where o~*
denotes spin.




B. The Equations of Motion for the Hubbard Model
The equation of motion is given by taking the time
derivative of Gi:r("tt') which results in
(51)
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The self-energy is given by
(54)
If we multiply Eq.(51) by <0;^(i)> > these equations of
motion for the single-particle GF and the two-particle
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GF are solved to give
+J dx Mr <**■''>*■I£ ec J!
X i
- < n f P (
')t re
(JJ)
in terms of the single-particle GF. Note that, Pi
is also given by
(56)
Thus, we have the following two-equations for the self-
energy, one involving 2*:^^) and one involving £ *r^
which are defined below:
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The expression for E^r is valid in the limit when
A
S > 1 or "b"l:rl't) *0 and therefore may not be used to
calculate the self-energy correction iteratively. How
ever, the functional derivative involved in 2 °?o-
may be evaluated by using approximate solutions forj^.-j.,
which can be calculated iteratively. In the next chap
ter, we will apply the Hartree-Fock solution to ^tC-r ,
evaluate j? •■«- » an& aPPly 2^r to svs~
terns of finite rings.
IV. APPLICATION TO N-ATOM RINGS
In this chapter, we will demonstrate the validity
of the method proposed in the previous chapter for gen
erating corrections. The solution will be applied to
rings of two and four atoms compared to existing numer
ical results on these systems. These finite systems are
the traditional testing ground for approximation schemes.
A. Fourier Components of the Green's Functions
We will consider the case where the number N of
electrons is equal to the number of lattice sites (half-
filled band). The allowed values of K in one-dimension
are, from periodic boundary conditions, given by
_ =. o +
n ?
(63)
where - TT < K < TT , (see Fig. 1 p. 37).
We are considering the case where there is only one type
of atomic orbital and therefore, only a single band of
26
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energies. For simplicity, we will consider systems at
zero temperature with N= 2 and N= 4 where the allowed
values of K are
it 5 N=
(64)
The unperturbed single-particle states are
(65)
where Rj is the position of the "ith" lattice site.
The vectors ji> and |k> form a complete set:
(66)
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The Fourier components are given by
(67)




To exploit the computational power of the GF's, it is
necessary to make an analytic continuation. This is
done by replacing COn everywhere by (jO4-I £ ( §




and the spectral density function
(71)
is the important quantity in performing calculations.
Essentially, all properties of the system will involve
this function. Below, we will calculate the ground
state energy using the general formula [20]
(72)
where E K = -2tcosk . (73)
B. The First Approximation
The first approximation is obtained (Appendix A)
by evaluating ]S£ with the Hartree-Fock solution
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The self-energy correction at N=2 is given as
2
(76)
where the Fermi function is














When N=2 the energy is
"V"
(82)
which is exact. For N=4, an analytical expression is
is not possible. We show in Fig. 2 (see Fig. 2 p. 38)
the results for N=4. Also, shown are some numerical re
sults [6,18] for comparison. The exact results are
based on the exact solution of Lieb and Wu [6]. We ex
pect our solution to be least accurate for U ~ 4t and
most accurate for U << 4t and U >> 4t. In fact, our ap
proximation scheme is such that the solutions generated
as prescribed are asymptotically exact in these limits.
APPENDIX A: A DERIVATION OF THE FIRST
APPROXIMATION
It is first necessary to evaluate the functional
derivatives in Eq.(59) using the Hartree-Fock solution,
The Hartree-Fock solution is obtained by neglecting













When all of the GF's are replaced by the Hartree-Fock
approximation, this relation inserted into Eq.(59) gives
the first approximation after taking the Fourier trans
form.
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Fig. 1 Four-Atom Ring
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Fig. 2 Energy per site for the Four-Atom Ring
1: Approx. FD results
for N=4
2: Exact results for
N=4
3: Exact results for
N=oo
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